
 reative English Weekly
Friday, March 7, 2014An insiders guide to your child's progress

Creepy crawlies abound as our new theme gives us 
a new perspective on how we think of bugs. This 
week we have been using the classic Eric Carle 
tale, “The Hungry Caterpillar”, to help us learn our 
phonics sound and make some wonderful arts and 
crafts. We had lots of fun making very cute multi-
coloured caterpillars from clay. Everyone wanted 
to eat them, so we made some coloured cookie 
dough and made some to eat (complete with a 
green leaf). Very funny and lots of the parents 
couldn`t believe they could eat them! I`m sure they 
were very yummy and hopefully the children 
shared with you all as well!

The reason we love our style of teaching is because 
children have fun learning. Using the hungry caterpillar 
as a theme, we have done counting with leaves, 
sticking together puzzles, colouring foods as per the 
story, painting along lines to paint pictures, making 
clay caterpillars, clicking castanets, caterpillar cookies 
and using coloured string to make a giant C.
Lots of really fun hands-on activities as well will help 
the children to remember the sound - but to make sure, 
we will continue with the same sound but the “k” letter 
next week. In maths is helps children understand 
number rules, for example 10 can be made up by 5 + 5, 
or 6 + 4 etc. 

Academics

Using hands on exploration games 
helps critical thinking skills and 
encourages learning from 
mistakes, but also that it is ok to 
make mistakes.

Miko and Criswell looked very 
cute together dressed up. Though 
when it comes to a photo, Miko is 
not so pleased!

Ringo Starr in the making?

Some highlights of the week

Reminders
Spring school will start from Monday 24th for two 

weeks - finishing on Friday 4th April. It promises to 
be lots and lots of fun so make sure you come along.

Invite your friends too!
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